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The author of the article considers vulnerability of the Prague Metro (subway) to a possible chemical attack. Possible threat 
of nerve agent attack is discussed hereafter and the system of subway protection is described. Based on complex assessment 

of toxicity and evaporableness of individual nerve agents, sarin was found the most dangerous substance applicable in a subway 
attack. Use of the protection system in a case of a subway nerve agent attack and the conditions for distribution of contaminants 
are examined and several possible scenarios are considered. Resulting from the analyses of possible distribution of a nerve 
agent and from characteristics of underground spaces, a couple of detailed recommendations to protect passengers and staff 
against chemical terrorism in subway are suggested. The authors describe long negotiations of the responsible state bodies 
concerning a creation of a new plan for protection against chemical terrorism in the Prague subway. This plan was accepted 
and published in mid 2013. A new management plan is not public for obvious reasons. At the end of 2014 a verification exercise 
took place to assess the prepared management plan in the Prague subway. Finally the article indicates the main findings and 
experiences from this important verification exercise.
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